Subject
Area

September

October

Religion

Unit 1
We Gather as
Believers
Our Church
Welcomes us
We Belong to
the Church
Our Church
Shows Us How
to Live We
Praise and
Thank God

Unit 2
We Ask God’s
Forgiveness
We Can Choose
What is Good
We Celebrate
God’s
Forgiveness
We Think About
Our Choices

November
Unit 2
We Say we are
Sorry
Advent Season

December
Unit 3
We Celebrate
the Word of
God
We Learn
About God’s
Love
We Listen to
God’s Word
Christmas
Season

January
Unit 3
We Act on
God’s Word
We Pray for
Others

February

March

Children will
review Unit 2 in
preparation for
the reception
of the
Sacrament of
Reconciliation
Lenten Season

Unit 4
We Celebrate
the Gift of the
Eucharist
Jesus Saves us
From Sin
We Receive the
Gift of Jesus
We Carry on the
Work of Jesus

April
Unit 4
We Pray Like
Jesus
Holy Week
Easter	
  

May

June

Unit 5
God Gives Us His
Holy Spirit
We Celebrate
Peace and
Service
We Work for
Peace and
Justice

Unit 5
We Go Forth in
the Holy Spirit

	
  

	
  
	
  
Social
Skills

Reading

Unit 1
Reading
Theme:
Kindness

Skills:	
  
Prior
knowledge,
answering and
asking

Impulse Control
and Problem
Solving—Skills
overview, Asking
for help in a
Respectful Way,
Joining a group,
Playing a Game,
Asking
Permission,
Apologizing
Anger
Management—
Skills Overview,
Dealing with
Criticism, Dealing
with Being Left
Out Dealing with
Consequences,
Keeping Second
Step Skills Going
Unit 1
Kindness

Fire Safety,
Gun Safety,
Home Safety,
and the Always
Ask First Rule
Empathy
Training—Skills
overview,
Feeling Proud,
Preferences,
Cause and
Effect,
Intentions,
Fairness

Unit 2
Let’s Explore

Unit 2
Reading Theme:
Let’s Explore
Prior knowledge,
answering and
asking questions,

Unit 3
Reading
Theme:
Around the
Town
Prior knowledge,

Unit 3
Reading
Theme:
Around the
Town
Prior
knowledge,
answering and
asking

Unit 3
Around the
Town
Unit 4
Reading
Theme: Look
Again
Prior

Unit 4
Look Again
Prior knowledge,
answering and
asking
questions,
assessments,
big ideas,
vocabulary,

Unit 5
Reading Theme:
Courage
Prior knowledge,
answering and
asking questions,
assessments, big
ideas, vocabulary,
comprehension

Unit 5
Courage
Unit 6
Reading
Theme:
America’s
People
Prior knowledge,

Identifying
Touches—Safe
Touches, Unsafe
Touches, and
Unwanted
Touches—Faith
Concept—Jesus
teaches us to
love and respect
for others
The Touching
Rule and The
Safety Steps,
Using the
Touching Rule—
Faith Concept—
Practicing the
New
Commandment
Unit 6
America’s People
Prior knowledge,
answering and
asking questions,
assessments, big
ideas, vocabulary,
comprehension
clarifying,

Telling
Touching
Secrets,
Dealing with
Bullying—
Asking For
Help—Faith
Concept Our
Parish Cares
for Others
Learning to be
AssertiveStanding Up
For Yourself,
and Solving a
ProblemTalking It
Out—Faith
Concept –God
Calls All of Us
to Be Holy
Review of
Reading Skills
Prior
knowledge,
answering and
asking
questions,
assessments,
big ideas,

questions,
assessments,
big ideas,
vocabulary,
comprehension
clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions

Language
Writing
Skills

Figurative
language,
characterizing,
setting,
dialogue.
Position words,
simple plurals,
multisyllabic
words,
compound
words,
antonyms,
homophones,
homographs,
contractions,
nouns, verbs,
pronouns,
adjectives,
proper nouns,
punctuating
dialogue,
alphabetical
order.	
  

assessments, big
ideas, vocabulary,
comprehension
clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point of
view and purpose,
cause and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,

Figurative
language,
characterizing,
setting, dialogue.
Position words,
simple plurals,
multisyllabic
words, compound
words, antonyms,
homophones,
homographs,
contractions,
nouns, verbs,
pronouns,
adjectives,
proper nouns,
punctuating
dialogue,
alphabetical
order.	
  

answering and
asking
questions,
assessments,
big ideas,
vocabulary,
comprehension
clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point
of view and
purpose, cause
and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,

questions,
assessments,
big ideas,
vocabulary,
comprehension
clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point
of view and
purpose, cause
and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,

Comparatives,
superlatives,
irregular
plurals,
synonyms,
contractions,
context clues,
time and order
words, multiple
meaning words.
Types of
sentences,
irregular past
tense,
possessive
nouns, following
directions,
charts and
diagrams, using
dictionary and
glossary.	
  

Comparatives,
superlatives,
regular plurals,
synonyms,
contractions,
context clues,
time and order
words, multiple
meaning words.
Types of
sentences,
irregular past
tense,
possessive
nouns,
following
directions,
charts and
diagrams, using
dictionary and
glossary.	
  

knowledge,
answering and
asking
questions,
assessments,
big ideas,
vocabulary,
comprehension
clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point
of view and
purpose, cause
and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,
Comparatives,
superlatives,
regular plurals,
synonyms,
contractions,
context clues,
time and order
words, multiple
meaning words.
Types of
sentences,
irregular past
tense,
possessive
nouns,
following
directions,
charts and
diagrams, using
dictionary and
glossary.	
  

comprehension
clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point
of view and
purpose, cause
and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,

Captions and
headings,
setting,
figurative
language.
Irregular
plurals, suffixes
frequently
misspelled
words, context
clues.
Subject/Verb
agreement in
simple
sentences,
adverbs,
adjectives,
common and
proper nouns	
  

clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point of
view and purpose,
cause and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,

Prefixes,
reviewing plurals,
multiple meaning
words, suffixes,
inflectional
endings,
contractions,
context clues.
Letters: form
and punctuation,
regular and
irregular verbs,
possessive nouns,
commas in a
series, review
parts of speech.	
  

answering and
asking
questions,
assessments,
big ideas,
vocabulary,
comprehension
clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point
of view and
purpose, cause
and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,

predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point of
view and purpose,
cause and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,

Prefixes,
reviewing
plurals, multiple
meaning words,
suffixes,
inflectional
endings,
contractions,
context clues.
Letters: form
and punctuation,
regular and
irregular verbs,
possessive
nouns, commas
in a series,
review parts of
speech.	
  

Prefixes,
reviewing plurals,
multiple meaning
words, suffixes,
inflectional
endings,
contractions,
context clues.
Letters: form
and punctuation,
regular and
irregular verbs,
possessive nouns,
commas in a
series, review
parts of speech.	
  

vocabulary,
comprehension
clarifying,
predicting,
drawing
conclusions,
author’s point
of view and
purpose, cause
and effect,
categorize,
compare and
contrast,

	
  

Frequently
misspelled
words, plurals,
multisyllabic
words,
Making
connections,
summarizing
asking
questions,
clarifying,
classifying and
categorizing,
comparing, and
contrasting	
  

Language
Writing
Skills

John Collins
FCAS
Use capital
letters and
correct end
punctuation
Write a
paragraph with
3-5 sentences
Write a book
report with
title, author
and
characters,
tell the part
they liked the
best and why
the liked that
part the best
Write more
detailed
sentences
using more
descriptive
words
Write a short
story with a
beginning,
middle and
end.

John Collins
FCAS
Use capital
letters and
correct end
punctuation
Write a
paragraph with
3-5 sentences
Write a book
report with title,
author and
characters, tell
the part they
liked the best
and why the liked
that part the
best
Write more
detailed
sentences using
more descriptive
words,
Write a short
story with a
beginning, middle
and end.

John Collins
FCAS
Use capital
letters and
correct end
punctuation
Write a
paragraph with
3-5 sentences
Write a book
report with
title, author and
characters, tell
the part they
liked the best
and why the
liked that part
the best
Write more
detailed
sentences using
more
descriptive
words
Write a short
story with a
beginning,
middle and end.

John Collins
FCAS
Write a
paragraph with
3-5 sentences
Write a book
report with
title, author
and
characters,
tell the part
they liked the
best and why
the liked that
part the best
Write more
detailed
sentences
using more
descriptive
words
Write a short
story with a
beginning,
middle and
end.
Expand the
length of
sentences
Vary beginning
of sentences

John Collins

John Collins

John Collins

John Collins

John Collins

John Collins

FCAS

FCAS

FCAS

FCAS

FCAS

FCAS

Write longer

Write longer

Write longer

Write a 2

Write a 2

Write a 2

paragraphs of

paragraphs of

paragraphs of 5+

paragraph story

paragraph story

paragraph

5+ sentences

5+ sentences

sentences

Write a

Write a friendly

story Write a

Use capital

Use capital

Use capital

friendly letter

letter Use

friendly letter

letters for

letters for

letters for

Use details to

details to support

Use details to

proper nouns

proper nouns

proper nouns

support main

main idea of the

support main

Expand the
length of
sentences
Vary beginning

Expand the
length of
sentences
Vary beginning

Expand the
length of
sentences
Vary beginning of

idea of the

sentence

idea of the

sentence

Use commas in a

sentence

Use commas in a

series

Use commas in

of sentences

of sentences

sentences

series

Vary beginning of

a series

Voice-write as

Voice-write as

Voice-write as

Vary beginning

sentences

Vary beginning

someone else

someone else

someone else

of sentences

Voice-write as

of sentences

Add details

Add details

Add details

Voice-write as

someone else

Voice-write as

someone else

someone else

Math

Topic 1
Understanding
Addition and
Subtraction
Represent and
solve problems
involving
addition and
subtraction
Topic 2
Addition
Strategies
Add and
subtract
within 20

Topic 4
Working with
Equal Groups
Work with equal
groups of
objects to gain
foundation for
multiplication
Topic 5
Place Value to
100
Use place value
understanding
and properties of
operations to add
and subtract

Topic 3
Subtraction
Strategies
Add and
subtract
within 20

	
  

Science

Plants
Plants are
living things
Parts of plants
Plants make
new plants
Everyone
needs plants	
  

Animals
All kinds of
animals
Animals meet
their needs
Animals grow and
change	
  

Topic 5
Place Value to
100
Use place value
understanding
and properties
of operations to
add and
subtract

Topic 8
Adding Twodigit numbers
Use place
value
understanding
and properties
of operations
to add and
subtract

Topic 6
Mental Addition
Use place value
understanding
and properties
of operations to
add and
subtract
Topic7
Mental
Subtraction
Use place value
understanding
and properties
of operations to
add and
subtract
Land Habitats
Where plants
and animals live
Life in a
woodland forest
Life in a rain
forest
Life in a desert
Life in the
Arctic	
  

Topic 9
Subtracting
Two-digit
Numbers Use
place value
understanding
and properties
of operations
to add and
subtract
Topic 10
Place Value to
1,000
Use place
value
understanding
and properties
of operations
to add and
subtract

Water
Habitats
Life in a fresh
water habitat
Life in a salt
water habitat
Caring for
Earth’s
Habitats

Weather and
Other Earth’s
Changes
Water and our
weather
Earth changes
slowly

Topic 10
Place Value to
1,000 Use place
value
understanding
and properties
of operations to
add and
subtract
Topic 11
Three-digit
Addition and
Subtraction
Use place value
understanding
and properties
of operations to
add and
subtract

Topic 12
Geometry
Reason with
shapes and their
attributes
Topic 13
Counting Money
Work with time
and money

Topic 14
Counting Money
Work with time
and money
Topic 15
Measuring
Length
Relate addition
and subtraction
to length

Topic 15
Measuring Length
Relate addition
and subtraction
to length

Step Up to
Grade 3
Introduction of
multiplication
and division

Topic 16
Time, Graphs,
and Data
Work with time
and money
Represent and
Interpret data	
  

Topic 12
Geometry
Reason with
shapes and
their attributes

Earth can
change quickly
Clues in Rocks	
  

Putting the Clues
together
Life on Earth
Changes
Day and Night
Seasons	
  

The Moon
The Moon
Changes
Stars	
  

Matter All
Around Us Three
States of Matter
Changing Matter
Energy, Heat,
Sound, and Light

Forces and
Machines

Social
Studies

Family Clues
Family Tree
Finding Likes
and
Differences	
  

Where We Lived
Using Calendars
Where we came
From
Treasures from
the Past
Problem solving	
  

Fifty States,
one Country
Compass rose
World of
countries
Look at Earth
Landform Maps
Natural
Resources

A Working
World
Needs and
Wants
Goods and
Services
Flow Charts

From the Farm
Map skills
From the
factory
Helping others
Trading goods

	
  

	
  
	
  

Work and
money
Sorting into
groups	
  

Solving a City
Problem, Putting
Things in Order,
Our Country’s
Government,

Using Time
Lines
Visiting Our
Country’s
Capital, Our
Country’s Flag,
Flags of Many
Countries, Make
Your Own Flag	
  

America’s First
People
People Travel to
America
A New Country
A Country at
War, The
Country Grows

Americans
CelebratePeople, Places,
and Holidays

